1) What is the preferred name of the people who lived in the area of Victoria and Esquimalt harbours prior to the 1790s and how do we know that they were here? *(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the 1st Gallery on the right as you enter the building)*

______________________________________________________________________________

2) Why was Admiral Bruce unhappy with the existing Royal Navy base in Chile? What did he order be built in Esquimalt Harbour as a result? *(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the 1st Gallery on the right as you enter the building)*

___________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

3) Describe the former Royal Naval Hospital. Who worked here and how many wards were there? *(Answers may vary)* *(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the 1st Gallery on the right as you enter the building)*

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

4) What concerns led to the creation of the Canadian Navy in 1910? Who renamed it the Royal Canadian Navy and when? *(Answers may vary)* *(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the 1st Gallery on the right as you enter the building)*

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
5) Describe some of the artifacts found during excavation at Esquimalt Dockyard. How do you think they got there? (Answers may vary)
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the display case located in the main hallway outside the 1st Gallery)

6) What is the current toast of the day for today? Has the modern toast changed much from the traditional toast of the day? Why do you think that is? (Answers may vary)
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, outside the mess dinner scene)

7) Using the signal flags painted on the wall as a guide, draw the flags that represent Bravo Zulu (BZ). Be sure to label the different colours.
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Oriole Childrens’ Gallery)
8) Identify what type of animal the following shipboard companions were and what ship they were on.
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the gallery adjoining the Oriole Childrens’ Gallery)

Leading Seaman Joe Crow ________________________________
Monk ________________________________
Stoker Standeasy ________________________________
Percy ________________________________
Handy Built ________________________________

9) What was often the most important role of animals at sea?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the gallery adjoining the Oriole Childrens’ Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

10) What was a convoy and why were they important?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Battle of the Atlantic Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
11) In your own words, describe what a depth charge is and what it does. (Answers may vary)
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Battle of the Atlantic Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Submarine Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

13) Who was the first and only Canadian submarine captain to be killed in action?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Submarine Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________
14) How many of each of the following articles should be in a completed kit (items of clothing and equipment issued to sailors) as seen in the museum?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Korean War Gallery)

- shorts, tropical blue: ___ pair
- handkerchiefs: ___
- boots, leather: ___ pair
- caps, seaman’s: ___
- collars, blue jean: ___
- pyjamas: ___ pair
- socks, black: ___ pair

15) What could happen if a sailor was found to not have all of the required kit or, even worse, an item belonging to someone else?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Korean War and Women’s Royal Canadian Navy Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

16) What does WRCNS stand for and when was it established?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the naval exhibits and displays in Naden Building 37, in the Korean War and Women’s Royal Canadian Navy Gallery)

______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

17) When was the Queen’s Own Rifles established?
*(The answer to this question can be found in the army exhibits and displays in Naden Building 39, 1st room to the left as you enter the building)
18) Who was the PPCLI named after?  
*(The answer to this question can be found in the army exhibits and displays in Naden Building 39, 1st room to the left as you enter the building)  
______________________________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________

19) What does the acronym CWAC stand for?  
*(The answer to this question can be found in the army exhibits and displays in Naden Building 39, 1st room to the right as you enter the building)  
______________________________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________

20) According to the Vancouver Daily Province of February 17, 1943, how much do sergeants in the CWAC make per day?  
*(The answer to this question can be found in the army exhibits and displays in Naden Building 39, 1st room to the right as you enter the building)  
______________________________________________________________________________  
______________________________________________________________________________